
Over in the Meadow

Over in the meadow in the sand and the sun
Lived an old mother froggie and her little froggie one. (Hold up 1 finger.)
“Hop,” said the mother.  “I hop,” said the one. (Pretend to hop finger.)
So they hopped and were glad in the sand and the sun.

Over in the meadow where the stream runs blue
Lived an old mother fishie and her little fishies two. (Hold up 2 fingers.)
“Swim,” said the mother.  “We swim,” said the two. (Wiggle fingers as if
So they swam and were glad where the stream runs blue. swimming.)

Over in the meadow in the nest in the tree
Lived an old mother birdie and her little birdies three. (Hold up 3 fingers.)
“Fly,” said the mother.  “We fly,” said the three. (Fly fingers in air.)
So they flew and were glad in the nest in the tree.

Over in the meadow by the old apple core
Lived an old mother wormie and her little wormies four. (Hold up 4 fingers.)
“Squirm,” said the other.  “We squirm,” said the four. (Wiggle fingers all
So they squirmed and were glad by the old apple core. around.)

Over in the meadow by the big bee hive
Lived an old mother bee and her baby bees five. (Hold up 5 fingers.)
“Buzz,” said the mother.  “We buzz, “ said the five. (Open and close fist.)
So they buzzed and were glad by the big bee hive.

Activities:  Assign sets of children to be the different animals in the song. 
 Have them get up and move around appropriately when their verse is sung.

Have children paint a mural to illustrate the song.

Make up additional verses for the numerals 6-10.  For example, “Over in the meadow in 
a home made of sticks lived an old mother beaver and her little beavers six…”

Make a step book from three sheets of paper as shown.  Let children illustrate the 
different verses.
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